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Quick overview:

In IDA 5.4, we created a new debugger plugin that uses Microsoft's Debugging Engine. The debugging 
engine is also used by Microsoft's WinDbg debugger to debug user mode applications and live kernels.

To get started, you need to install the latest Debugging Tools from Microsoft website: 
http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/devtools/debugging/default.mspx

After installing it, make sure you « Switch Debugger » and select the WinDbg debugger.
Also make sure that you verify the settings in “Debugger specific options” dialog:

• Debugging tools folder: It is where the debugging tools are installed. IDA will try to guess (by 
searching the PATH environment variable and Program Files folder) and if it fails will use 
“dbgeng.dll” found in the system directory (which could be outdated).

• Kernel mode: Toggle this switch if you want to attach to a live kernel.

If we desire to make these settings permanent, we could edit the IDA\cfg\dbg_windbg.cfg file.

Now that we configured the debugger for this session, we will edit the process options  and leave the 
connection string value empty because we intend to debug a local user mode application.

http://bochs.sourceforge.net/


Let us put a breakpoint at the beginning and start the debugger:

The Windbg plugin is very similar to IDA's Win32 debugger plugin, nonetheless by using the former, 
one can benefit from the command line facilities and the extensions that ship with the debugging tools.

For example, we can type “!chain” to see the registered windbg extensions:

We can use the “!gle” command to get the last error value of a given Win32 API call.



Another benefit of using the Windbg debugger plugin is the use of and automatic retrieval of symbolic 
information.
Normally, if the debug symbol source is not set, then the plugin will show only exported names, for 
example kernel32.dll displays 953 names:

Let us configure a symbol source by adding this environment variable before running IDA:

“set _NT_SYMBOL_PATH=srv*C:\Temp\pdb*http://msdl.microsoft.com/download/symbols”

Now we run IDA and try to see how many names we can retrieve from kernel32.dll now:

The difference is remarkable!

It is also possible to use the “x” command to quickly search for symbols:

The last screenshot showed us how to look for any symbol in any module that contains the word 



“continue”.



Debugging a remote process:

We have seen how to debug a local user mode program, now let us see how to debug a remote process.
First let us assume that “pcA” is the target machine, where we will run the debugger server and the 
debugged program and “pcB” is the machine with IDA and the debugger installed.

To start a remote process:
• On “pcA” we type:

 dbgsrv -t tcp:port=5000,hostname=pcA
(you can change the port number)

• On “pcB” we setup IDA and the Windbg debugger plugin:
◦ “Application/Input file”: these should contain a path to the debuggee residing in “pcA”
◦ Connection string: tcp:port=5000,server=pcA

Now we can run the program and debug it remotely.

To attach to a remote process, we use the same process to setup “pcA” and use the same connection 
string when attaching to the process.

More about connection strings and different protocols (other than tcp/ip) can be found in 
“debugger.chm” in the debugging tools folder.



Debugging the kernel with VMWare:

We will now demonstrate how to debug the kernel through a virtual machine.
In this example we will be using VMWare 6.5 and Windows XP SP3.

Configuring the virtual machine:

We run the VM and then edit “boot.ini” file and add one more entry (see in bold):
[operating systems]
multi(0)disk(0)rdisk(0)partition(1)\WINDOWS="Microsoft Windows XP Professional" 
/noexecute=optin /fastdetect
multi(0)disk(0)rdisk(0)partition(1)\WINDOWS="Local debug" /noexecute=optin /fastdetect 
/debug /debugport=com1 /baudrate=115200

For MS Windows Vista please see: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms791527.aspxp

Actually the last line is just a copy of the first line but we added the “/debug” switch and some 
configuration values.
Now we shutdown the virtual machine and edit its hardware settings and add a new serial port with 
option “use named pipes”:

We finished configuring the virtual machine, now let us start it and make sure we select “Local debug” 
from the boot menu:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms791527.aspx


Configuring Windbg debugger plugin:

Now we run IDA, and select Debugger / Attach / Windbg 

Then we configure it to use “Kernel mode” debugging and use the following connection string:
“com:port=\\.\pipe\com_1,baud=115200,pipe”





Please note that the connection string refers to the named pipe we set up in the previous steps.

Now we can press OK to attach and start debugging.

When IDA attaches successfully, it will display something like this:

If you do not see named labels it is probably because you did not setup the debug symbols properly.
(Please refer to the beginning of this article to read how)



Now we are ready to start debugging the kernel.

In kernel mode IDA will display “virtual” threads. Each thread corresponds to the number of processors 
available. For example a two processor configuration yields:

VMWare configuration Threads in IDA



This screenshot shows how we are debugging the kernel and changing the disassembly listing along the 
way:

At the end you can detach from the kernel and resume it or detach from the kernel and keep it 
suspended.

To detach and resume, simply select the “Debugger / Detach”, however to detach and keep the kernel 
suspended select “Debugger / Terminate Process”.

Remember that you can send commands to the debugger engine in the same way you would do that if 
you were using WinDbg.
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